Amici News
Quedlinburg
Special Edition

Hello and welcome to a very special edition of Amici
News. Come and join me in a trip down memory lane as
we recall the highs and lows in another action-packed
adventure in the beautiful region of the Harz mountains.
We worked hard, played hard and sang our hearts out ... But firstly, I
would like to give a very special thanks to Ronnie and Bill, without whom
the tour would not have been possible, and whose meticulous planning
and tireless enthusiasm ensured the trip went so smoothly.
I would also like to thank Douglas and Carole for their ongoing passion
and energy, providing and teaching the music , bringing it to life so vividly
with patience and a good sense of humour to bring out the best in us.

Take a look at
what’s in store

Lastly, I would like to thank Mary Booth for her beautiful illustrations,
featured above; Elizabeth Gammell for sharing her diary and of course to
you for your generous contributions to this edition.
I really couldn’t produce a newsletter without all your lovely letters,
memories and photographs which I have combined in what I hope you
will find an enjoyable read and a fitting conclusion to a wonderful week in
Germany.

Elizabeth’s Diary
‘On Tour with the Amicis:
A Personal View from the
‘Lacy Entourage’. By Nick
Lacy
‘The Trip to Germany by a
male Amici Virgin’. By
Trevor Hazell
A letter from Bud!
Amici Notes - Your news
and views about the trip
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Dates for your Diary

On return from
Quedlinburg, Anne was
presented with a
beautiful bouquet of
flowers as a small
token of our
appreciation. As we
know, Anne works
incredibly hard
behind the scenes both
at home and away always with poise and
dignity. After we had
sung at the cemetery in
Quedlinburg,

2015
Rehearsal Dates
Autumn Term:
3 September - 9 December (Weds.)

Other dates for your diary
Thursday 10 December
Barnardo’s Carol Concert
Westminster Cathedral
London
Saturday 12 December
Christmas Concert
Gamlingay EcoHub

2016
Rehearsal Dates
Spring Term:
7 January - 17 March
Summer Term:
31 March - 30 June
Autumn Term:
8 September - 15 December

Other dates for your diary
Saturday 14 May
Memorial Service for Bryan Shaw
Further details to be confirmed
Wednesday - Sunday, 25-29 May:
Choir Trip to Gibraltar
Saturday 2 July
Summer Concert
St. Andrew’s Church, Bedford

Forthcoming events near you!
The St Swithun's Singers Christmas
Concert will be on Wednesday 16
December, in the Sandy Parish
Church at 7.30 - would be lovely to
see Amicis there - hope they will
enjoy the opportunity to share in the
carols.
Elizabeth Gammell.

Anne led the choir and friends in a very moving but fitting
tribute. Anne then paid our respects by laying some flowers
at the steps of the memorial. Then the words of the poem
“Anthem for Doomed Youth” both in English and in
German were added for other visitors to see.

And now … A word from our Chair
Another Autumn – another new term – and new music to learn
for the Christmas concert. I often think it’s rather early to be
singing Christmas music in September/October, but as we all
know, we need to start early in order to get things ready and
right for performance. I must admit I got quite a shock when
we sang through ‘Deck the Halls’ and ‘We Wish you a Merry
Christmas’ for the first time this term. Although I had sung both
of these pieces some years ago, it was like sight reading them
for the first time! I do hope that my little grey cells will spring to
life and help me remember what I learned before! I like the
‘mix’ and variety of music we’ll be singing in our next concert
and I’m sure there will be something there for all tastes,
whether as a singer or in the audience.
This coming choir year promises to have some exciting times –
the proposed concert in Tonbridge Wells, the trip to Gibraltar
next May and our Summer Concert next year in Bedford. I
hope like me, you are pleased that we shall have the
opportunity to sing ‘Anthems for Doomed Youth’ again next
summer, commemorating the 100th anniversary of the Battle of
the Somme - and I’m sure those members who were unable to
sing in Lytham this year will be pleased to perform this work in
concert. We shall also have the honour and privilege of singing
at the memorial concert next May for Bryan Shaw, our former
President who died earlier this year.
So as we settle into another year of singing together, I hope it
will be enjoyable and rewarding for all of us.
Anne
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Amici Diary: Quedlinburg Trip...Amicis Go East.
Elizabeth Gammell
26 May-31 May
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I have lost count of how many Amici adventures I've now chronicled! This diary represents my
experience of the trip, but it is really for everyone who came and also to give those who would
have loved to be with us, but couldn’t come, an idea of what we got up to. Some of us have made
many forays across continents and countries, but quite a few on this trip were "Amici Virgins". A
number of "loved-ones" bravely took the opportunity to spend quality time with their musical
wives, in addition to Bill White, a veteran of many trips, we also had my husband, Alistair, Robert
Brooke, Roger Vicarage, Pieter Cox and Trevor Hazell all coming on an Amici expedition for the
first time. To the entire party I hope my account will supplement your memories of this, our
"Return To Quedlinburg".

Day One: The Journey out
01.30. The Avenue, Sandy, looked strangely unfamiliar beneath the street lights as we trundled our
cases towards Bedford Road. The noise of the wheels was eerily magnified in the stillness. I hoped
our neighbours were all sound asleep and not disturbed. The eight coach passengers getting on in
Sandy were extremely punctual , as were those in
Potton and Biggleswade. We were soon heading
for Dover along deserted motorways. An
Unnatural, for an Amici coach trip, silence
pervaded. Most of us had attempted to sleep a
little before the middle of the night pickups, but
everyone tried to doze in the darkness.
Occasionally, a snore erupted from a fortunate
sleeper, as the coach, with Nigel at the wheel,
lumbered along. The insomniacs amongst us
witnessed the daily miracle of Dawn breaking
from 03.00, the light intensifying on our left-hand
side. No problems getting through the formalities
at Dover, despite dire warnings of exit checks. We boarded the DSDF ferry and most of us headed,
with alacrity, towards breakfast. A calm crossing. Nice to get out on the deck and watch the
fulmars swooping in our wake. Trevor took over the driving as we entered France at Dunkirk.
Lesley produced delicious soft cheesy biscuits and we settled into the long journey to Quedlinburg.
At 12.30 there was an efficient 15 minute break at a garage, which was able to supply sandwiches
etc; Nigel took over from Trevor. By now coach life firmly re-established, use of the loo, disposal
of wrappers (Claire doing excellent job with black sack), Anne & Rosemary 'composing', Douglas
visiting different areas. Dutch scenery fairly uninspiring, sky cloudy. Another changeover at 16.45;
appreciated the nifty loo facilities - worth the 70 cents charge (which includes a 50 cent voucher to
be spent in the garage shop) to have a spotless loo which rotated under a cleansing mechanism!
In the shop there was a litre can of lager, 10% proof - scary. Trevor took the wheel for the final
leg. We wound up the mountainside, through carefully managed forests, appreciating the narrow
gauge railway which hugs the contours. Over the top, briefly into the sunshine, then down
through the forests on the other side. Realising that we were running a tad behind schedule,
Anne, with Claudia's help, phoned the hotel. This resulted in a short stop, while our kind host
came out in his car to guide us for the last few miles, as apparently a closed road might have
confused us. We arrived at the entrance to the hotel's grounds. There was then a conference
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between Nigel, now sporting a High Visibility Jacket and Trevor as to best way to negotiate the
somewhat narrow, lengthy, wooded driveway. It seemed this had to be done in reverse. Trevor
gave us a masterclass in taking a 49-seater coach backwards for some considerable distance. His
reward was the traditional round of extremely well-deserved applause! We were issued with our room
keys on the bus then freed to collect our luggage, find our rooms and briefly unpack before
assembling for dinner at 20.15. Large beers were very welcome too! The food was delicious
and everyone had a very pleasant evening . We were also thinking of the remaining members of the
party flying into Leipzig, who were not arriving until midnight. As most of us had pretty well been
up for 24 hours we didn't sit up late, but slipped off to our beds about 22.00. We'd arrived!

Day Two: Friedrichsbrun School & Wernigerode
Had such a lovely sleep. Noted text from Ronnie, saying
they'd be arriving at midnight, but I'd been fast asleep by
time it got through. Breakfast was served from 07.45,
delicious spread of rolls, cheese, meats etc. Lovely to
see Dorothy, Ronnie and Kate. Then time for a look at
the well-kept gardens & wrestle with the hotel Wi-Fi
before the coach left for the village school. Light rain fell,
in contravention of forecast from BBC. It was only a
minute's drive. We were shown to a somewhat austere
gymnasium with benches for the whole school. Douglas
launched into an energetic series of sound games which gradually evolved into singing - the
children joined in with great enthusiasm. Claudia did a brilliant job translating and the little ones
responded superbly. We sang 'Joshua', &' I got a robe'. Gillian played a couple of enchanting
clarinet pieces: the look on the children’s' faces was a joy to see. We ended with 'Hollahi',
everyone joining in the chorus, all the 'visitors' participated thoroughly too. Back on bus,
down through the forests. Arrived in Wernigerode and assembled in front of the Rathaus. As it
was now lunchtime, we scattered to find appropriate refreshments and explore the town, with a
strict injunction to be ready to leave at 15.20 sharp! Alistair and I, on Ronnie's recommendation,
went into a busy cafe, managed to find a table and
eventually attract the attention of an over-worked
waiter. With a fairly bad grace he took our order,
customer service not exactly his priority! but we did
get very delicious goulash soup and then I had a
slice of heavenly lemon mousse cake. After that we
wandered around the old part of the town, bumping
into other Amicis. Poor Rosemary understandably
very upset to hear from her daughter that husband,
Paul, had been taken ill and would be going into
Addenbrookes Hospital later. We gave her lots of
hugs to try and keep her spirits up. Back on bus,
journey to hotel went remarkably quickly. Few
minutes to change before the first trip rehearsal at
17.00 in the Conservatory (sounds like something
out of a game of Cludo!) Alistair happily went off
bird watching in the woods around the hotel.
Rehearsal went pretty well, once we could all
remember whom we were sitting beside. Lovely to hear some of the orchestration of the
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“Missa Brevis”, which really whetted our anticipation for the Friday Concert. Dinner was at 19.30,
Pleasant culinary variation on previous evening, excellent company made for a merry time.

Day Three: Day visit to Halle
We had another wonderful sleep, certainly helped by the comfortable beds and pine-scented
mountain air. Karen, Helen, Liz and Claudia very kindly agreed to swap their hotel rooms with
Douglas, Carole and Brian and move into the chalet in the woods. Satisfaction all round. Took an
earlier breakfast than previous day before departure for Halle. Party in cheerful mood as we left.
Slightly heavier than anticipated traffic meant we were a few minutes late for our tours of
Handel's birthplace. Actually, we were a bit late for everything all day, but Ronnie deftly coped
with this. The tour in the Händelhaus was
really interesting, but had to be truncated in
order to get us to the Marktkirche, where
we listened to the resident organist for 30
minutes before we were able to occupy the
altar steps and give the first impromptu
performance of the 'Allelulia'. After a very
wobbly start, we grew in confidence and
began, as Douglas instructed us, to "enjoy
ourselves". The glorious feel of the echo
dying seconds after we'd sung was magical.
The Wenzel Bierstube was our lunch venue. We'd pre-ordered our meals and paid Pat on the bus.
However, it was a somewhat protracted event but everyone enjoyed chatting as we waited for the
food (and visited the cavernous facilities in the cellars - on this tightly-scheduled trip a loo stop
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needed to be grabbed at every opportunity!) Several people were still polishing off the final
mouthful of their puddings as we were being gathered by Ronnie and sent off in the direction of
the Moritzkirche church where a guide was waiting for us. Before the tour we got another chance
to experience the 'Alleluia' in a fabulous acoustic - actually, we got two goes because Ronnie
missed the first one while she sorted the last of the lunch arrangements. Again, a very interesting
explanation about the ancient church and its history, encompassing 12th century buildings, Martin
Luther, penniless monks, the 20th century political situation and the 99 year lease of this
Protestant building to the Catholics (on the understanding that they took on the upkeep of the
Fabric!) The music director also came to give us a tour of the organ. Trevor stood politely at his
side as all the stops were explained and demonstrated. Finally Trevor was able to occupy the
bench and take the organ through its paces. Bliss. Back on the Cozy Coach to return to
Friedschbrunn for a meal with Quedlinburg Rotarians. Most slept on way back, some gently
embarrassing photos were taken. Ronnie suggested to me that it would be a nice idea to have the
German translation of 'Anthem for Doomed Youth' typed, printed and laminated so we could
leave it as a token when we visited the Quedlinburg Cemetery tomorrow. Alistair thought it could
be scanned to save re-typing - a job to do when we got back to the Harzresidenz. There was about
20 minutes before the Rotarians joined us for drinks before dinner, but with Claudia's help the
production of the poem was achieved (don't talk to me about replacing letters with umlauts under
pressure!) The dinner was very jolly. A suckling pig was the main dish - so tender! After the meal
Anne and Bill made official speeches to our Rotarian friends, who reciprocated warmly. Heavy rain
fell, making a rather dramatic noise on the conservatory roof.
Day Four: Quedlinburg & Gernrode
Indulgently late breakfast as the coach was not departing until 09.30. Good news about Paul
Chapman, Rosemary greatly relieved to hear from her daughter that he was much better.
Everyone somewhat loaded because we needed both informal 'green' uniform and formal concert
wear, as we would not be returning to the Harzresidenz until late. Drove the 20 minutes to
Quedlinburg for the most solemn sing of the trip.
Pulled into the parking space belonging to the
Cemetery. Many of the graves surrounded by
hedges of conifer and box, enclosing the spaces as
minute gardens; some even had little benches for a
quiet sit with departed loved-ones. The monument
to those who'd died in WW1 was restored last year.
Built by prisoners of war to commemorate soldiers
who had died in local hospital (there was no actual
fighting around Quedlinburg) and engraved with
German, British, Russian, Italian, and French names.
We gathered in front of the stark monument
depicting three naked male figures, the central one raising his right arm to point at a church on a
distant hill. Birdsong provided a gentle background as we sang 'Anthem for Doomed Youth', 'Dona
Nobis Pacem' and 'Deep Peace'. Tears. With serene dignity Anne then stepped forward to
address the choir, small group of loved-ones and a few German friends. She spoke simply of why
we'd sung and how important it was to remember. Then she placed a small planted bowl and the
laminated sheet of the poem in the centre of the monument, before bowing her head in honour of
all those we'd just sung for. We all felt hugely proud of Anne for being able to maintain such
composure and find just the right words. Berndt, our delightful Quedlinburg Rotarian friend then
told us that the Cemetery contained another war memorial, and asked if we'd like to see that too.
This one marked 700 Jews who had been cremated in an underground crematorium, beneath the
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present modern one; there had been a WW2 concentration camp at Halberstadt and this was
where some victims ended up. We stood sombrely recalling evil times. In fact, there was also a
smaller memorial to the Russian soldiers, which had clearly been visited by compatriots because
two small bottles of vodka had been left as a rather touching tribute. Full of emotion we returned
to the coach to be taken into the town centre for a tour. Gathered before the Rathaus we were
very happy to meet Christina again, she had guided us three years ago and given us such a
fascinating tour. Once again, even those of us who'd heard it before greatly enjoyed the
explanation of how Quedlinburg survived from mediaeval times (timber framed houses are scarily
flammable) to become a Unesco World Heritage Site. I'd forgotten about the 'mighty, powerful
women' who ruled from their convents. Many photographs were taken; around every corner a
new vista demanded capture. Brian Mack took the 'Trolly Dolly' land train and waved at us regally
as he trundled past. Tour ended with 'Deep Peace' and the gift of a CD to Christina. Free time for
lunch. Everyone wandered off to explore a little more. A wide variety of restaurants provided
ample choice. Alistair and I sat overlooking the newly cobbled square and ate white asparagus,
boiled potatoes and Hollandaise sauce, so delicious. Served at a leisurely pace, the meal occupied
most of our free time so with only a little post-lunch walk we were soon back at the Cozy Coach to
drive the short distance to Gernrode for the big concert. On arrival we were shepherded to the
Froschkönig restaurant...for “kaffe und kuchen”, as guests of our Quedlinburg Rotarian friends.
With lunch still digesting we bravely ate huge slices of mouth-watering cake - it would have been
extremely rude to refuse! Then we were expected to sing. Loved-ones took an amble around the
small town, we recommended that they visit the cuckoo clock museum, while we entered
Stiftskirche St Cyriakus church and established ourselves in the rehearsal room to meet the string
ensemble who would be playing with us in the “Quedlinburg Mass”. We'd had a small sample of
how the orchestration would sound when we rehearsed at the hotel, with Brian and Robert adding
viola and cello. Now, we also heard first and second violin and another cello. Very hard to
concentrate on singing when you want to untangle the orchestral lines and appreciate the
different sound textures. We had an hour before transferring into the church to work out seating
arrangements. This proved a challenge. A wide flight of eight steps led to the altar. Only the back
row could sit on chairs, everyone else had to sit on a couple of cushion pads each on the steps.
Adjustments were made to make people as comfortable as possible. Sadly, no way to 'scramble'
for the 'Allelulia', but it felt wonderful singing into the airy space of this exquisite Baroque church.
To change and eat light snacks before concert, yes we all really needed more food. Uniform
innovation: curtain rings replaced the scarf clips, so a new technique had to be mastered. Assembled
six of the seven Amici chairmen for a
historic photograph. Rosemary Chapman,
the first chairman was followed by
Dorothy Elven, (then came Maureen
Wilson who we greatly missed on this trip)
Ronnie White, me, Beverly Goater, who
left the choir two years ago when she
moved to Scotland - really lovely to have
her with us again and our present
chairman, Anne Bunker. Concert was at
19.30. Loved-ones most disappointed that
the cuckoo museum and cafe now
permanently closed but the enormous
cuckoo still comes out of the house gable,
so at least they saw that. We warmed up, lined up and set off, led by Kate, in a decorous line to
get to our places. I really wish someone had filmed our stately walk round the grassy courtyard,
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into the ancient cloister, along to a small side door to enter the church. Shame the door was
firmly locked. Kate fought it for a
few moments then, suppressing giggles, led the line all the way back through the cloister to go
into church through the main door. Applause from the audience - who had no idea how funny our
entrance had actually been. It was a special concert. We rose to the importance of representing
the UK and all the weeks of rehearsals came together in the magic of music. The concert was also
enhanced by
beautiful playing
from Gillian, her
pieces by Finzi and
Stanford were so
lovely; Trevor's
organ solos, most
ably assisted by Bill
as Page-Turner and
Stop Boy, stunningly
filled the church with
glorious sounds. It
was also most
appropriate that
Jane read the
Wilfred Owen poem
in German, before
we sung 'Anthem for
Doomed Youth'. As
always, Ronnie's solo
part was
heartbreakingly
pure, piercing
through with a cry of
lament. During the
interval we were
encouraged to put
jackets on, those
who hadn't brought
them shivered
miserably as it was
bitterly chilly. This
was the concert with
dignitaries present
and with many
complimentary
exchanges the front
page of the Mass
was given to the Mayor, to be placed in the Rathaus at Quedlinburg, quite an honour. €763 was
raised at the concert for Rotarian charities, which was excellent. Back to Harzresidenz for a very
late supper of amazingly good goulash soup, canapés, cold meats, fish, cheese etc., served by the
smiling staff, bless them. It had been quite a time of emotional singing, eating, sightseeing and
glorious music making - all the ingredients of a perfect Amici Day.
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Day Five: Halberstadt The most unstructured day of the tour really. There was an opportunity for
those who wanted to go and visit the extraordinary John Cage organ piece, designed to last for
639 years -18 opted for this. Many of us had been three years ago so decided to use the morning
to see what else happens in Halberstadt. The modern Rathaus, with obligatory 14th century
Roland statue, was only rebuilt in 2004 after the destruction of the original on 8 April 1945. There
was a factory making Junkers aircraft and also, as we learned yesterday, a concentration camp at
Halberstadt during WW2, so bombing considerably damaged the town. Very helpful lady in the
Information Office (she came to the concert too!) supplied maps and information. We'd agreed to
meet at the Cathedral at 14.00, until then our time was ours to do with as we pleased. Alistair and
I felt like a walk, so set off to see the bits of the town that had survived bombing. We were struck
by the stillness and how few people were around. Signs on shops announced, "Closed on
Saturday". Halberstadt seemed to be shut. However, it was just nice to be walking in the fresh air.
Feeling like a coffee I spied an open cafe by the cathedral. It was a delightful place and the
cappuccinos were very good. Bit early for lunch so we set off on another circuit and decided to
visit the Lehman museum of Jewish culture. The lady at the desk spoke no English but extracted
€8 from us and unearthed a few leaflets in English. Fortunately, Alistair's phone can scan and
translate, so we were able to decipher some of the descriptions. The photographs were
particularly poignant, including a wall showing children who'd been sent to England on the
‘Kindertransport’. The fate of those left behind was vividly illustrated by a striking memorial
outside the cathedral - just names and birthdates carved on broken stone columns, and a simple
plaque on the paving to honour the men, women and children of Halberstadt who'd been sent to
Auschwitz, Buchenwald etc. As we left the museum, the caretaker rushed out, put a 'Closed for a
few minutes' sign on the door and indicated we should follow her into the ruins of the synagogue
behind the museum. With hand signs she showed us where the important parts had been, then
steered us across a road to visit the building where the present synagogue is, so we got to look at
that too. Returned to the cafe by the cathedral and found Pat and Dorothy enjoying lunch there.
We got a window table, so had a good view of the wedding guests assembling for a 14.00
ceremony. Yet another very good meal! Gradually Amicis gathered and stories were swapped.
Julie and Robert had witnessed a Neo Nazi
demonstration against immigration, in the
marketplace, with extremely heavy police
presence. Apparently Halberstadt is where
many immigrants are first brought and they
stay in the old camp. We all visited the
Martinikirche to see the Praetorius-Beck organ
which they hope to restore. The church was
also being restored and had fabulous
acoustics, which we demonstrated by a 'Deep
Peace' and 'Alleluia'. Our very cheerful guide,
who'd told us all about the organ, was
impressed. Then to the cathedral, where the
bride was just leaving, her veil streaming in
the brisk wind. Assembled in front of the altar, everyone on chairs this time. Practised with Brian,
Robert and Trevor, then worked out the hour's programme for the concert. Released again, we
dispersed for coffees, supplemented by more cake or savoury nibbles, before changing for the
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18.00 concert. Privately, Douglas asked us to dedicate the performance of the Mass to Brian
Mack, as this was the first anniversary of the death of his beloved wife, Joan. Appreciative
audience. €650 was raised for the preservation of the Michael Praetorius organ - a drop towards
the €3 million required. After the concert there was a drinks reception with the Halberstadt
Rotarians, a short period of merry mingling, then we returned to the coach as Nigel had to get
back and preserve his driving hours for the long trip home. First job
back was to settle our bar bills, then to have dinner. Everyone
crammed into the conservatory for the traditional end of trip
presentations: the lovely hotel staff, Brian, Robert, Bill, Trevor,
Gillian, Claudia, Ronnie, Anne, Douglas and Carole were all thanked
for their superb contributions to making the trip successful in so
many ways. Said fond goodbye to Mel and her family, who were
travelling separately - having them with us had been a real joy, the
children Ollie, Vicky and Maddie, had been utterly delightful.
Sleepily we went to bed in the happy knowledge that cases had to
be in the coach at 05.30 and we'd be leaving at 06.00.
Day Six: Journey home
No need for an alarm. The sound of people moving around was enough to get us all up and down
for a welcome coffee. Nigel loaded our cases. The hotel provided packed food bags and drinks to
sustain us on the journey, which was above and beyond what we expected. Fond farewells were
made, including to Ronnie and Kate who were flying home with Dorothy. Ronnie waved us off from a broomstick! Trevor drove the first three hours, during which most of us dozed. The food
bags were greatly appreciated. What was not so appreciated were some serious motorway
closures which entailed Nigel giving us scenic tours of some rather grim German towns, at one
point we were running along the side of a quite impressive station, a few minutes later we got a
head-on angle of the same station, which caused considerable hilarity. At one point we also had
an interesting diversion into an industrial estate. However, we arrived at Dunkirk, in miserable
rain, just before 17.00 and passed in a trouble-free way through Border Control, even though we
did all have to disembark. Sailed late. Ferry packed full with families returning from half-term
breaks. Secured seats on Deck 7 and bought enormous tuna baguette - plenty for two. Slight
swell. Over-tired children grizzled fretfully. Weather improved as we approached Dover. Piet Cox
was the first to leave us at Dover Station; then we headed for Bedfordshire. Arrived at
Biggleswade 22.10, Potton 22.20 & Sandy 22.30 - where we had a final bit of tour drama. The
coach pulled up on Bedford Road to let the eight of us out. A woman shot out of her house effing
and blinding and going on about her children in bed. Nigel robustly told her it was a public road,
the rest of us backed him up, she flounced back into her house and slammed the door so hard it
was surprising the glass didn't fall out. I see the house is for sale, I think she needs to go and live
somewhere quieter - where she won't disturb her neighbours by carrying on in such a fishwife-like
manner. Alistair, Christine, Margaret and I trundled our cases back up The Avenue, the journey
had come full circle. Christine and Margaret drove away. Home again.
Trip reflections
Was there a favourite moment? You will doubtless have your own. I asked Douglas the same
question and he offered singing at the Cemetery and the Gernrode concert. So many highlights
packed into a few days of music, emotion and laughter. Being an Amici is a truly wonderful thing.
Elizabeth Gammell
31 May 2015
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On Tour with the Amicis:
A Personal View from the ‘Lacy Entourage’
I was in a ‘face to face’ meeting with a colleague at work, so engrossed in clinical

study planning that the phone made me jump when it rang. “Nick, can you talk?
Fancy going to Germany with the whole family? We’ll be with the choir!”. “Err, yes!
sounds great!” I whispered with my hand over the phone.
Well, that was it! Everything was booked, flight, stay over in Quedlinburg and indeed the
Hotel with the Amici Singers. Well, the kids and I had seen the choir maybe twice before
in small churches, so we recognised some faces and of course had met Douglas. But that
was it, my experiences of choirs was The Amici Singers and perhaps a little of St.
Andrews church choir, Biggleswade. My musical knowledge extended to grade 2 violin 44
years ago; thankfully my children are better versed. So everything was a leap into the
unknown, the kids flying (so excited!), going to Germany and touring with a choir!

The Sunday and Monday couldn’t have been smoother and more enjoyable, the flight, drive,
accommodation, and especially the forest and scenery of Friedrichsbrunn which was beautiful.
With this backdrop, I was slightly nervous as we were to meet the singers, Douglas and
accompanying musicians as they arrived before dinner. What would they think of us? Would we
be in the way? I tried to help with unloading the bags; everyone looked shattered after the long
journey.

In fact, I was bowled over by how friendly everyone was! With a glass of beer or wine in hand (the
theme repeated many times throughout the stay) people were wonderfully chatty, wanted to pull
up chairs and share new and stories. This was shaping up to be a fun trip!!
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Impressions:
What an extraordinary start to the tour – straight to the local school. As I walked in I was
reminded of the impression the King Singers (familiar to those of you of a certain age) made
when they came to my school when I was 11. The school boy’s perspective was “Pah,
they’re old and will be boring!” how wrong was that! We were all left in amazement that
people could sing like that live. It changed my whole perception of music and its breadth.
Could Douglas, Trevor, Gillian and of course the Amici Singers have a similar affect on
these children? A smile passed across my face, as Douglas began to work his magic.
The drab ‘former East German’ starkness of the Gymnasium soon melted into the
background. His irrepressible humour and ease in making music fun and accessible started
to grab the children’s interest. What with the singing and a small touch of ‘Friedrichsbrunn’s
got talent’ the volume of children’s responses increased to a huge crescendo when the
workshop finished with Hollahi, a song all of the children could sing! The smiles were
massive as the children left the gymnasium, only matched by those on the Amici singers!
There were many things that impressed me on this trip, one of the lasting impressions was
the ability of seemingly normal, friendly people, who were enjoying experiencing different
parts of Germany, on a word from Douglas, would line up and spontaneously made the
most beautiful sound! Memorably, this was done in the various churches, to our guide in
Quedlinburg (bringing her to tears) and the Hotel’s team who looked after us! The plan
seemed to be to visit fabulous churches just to sing in them; naively I thought this was
‘quite neat!’ However, this proved to be more of a revelation. It was in Marketkirche in
Halle, such a huge and beautiful place, I felt oddly nervous for everyone as the ladies took
their places.
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The voices seemed to come together on ‘take two’ of ‘Alleluia’ (I may not have been
the only one with a touch of nerves). Involuntarily, I had to shut my eyes and let the
sound roll over me. It was as if were angels calling me to heaven! I am not
exaggerating! It was a fabulous sound. Now I got it, the brilliant sound made by
these lovely, friendly, professional ladies was transformed, becoming a rolling, softly
echoing, heavenly blanket of sound that warmed your very core.
It didn’t end there, heart breaking moments at the Cemetery in Quedlinburg as the
Amicis sung their respects to the fallen of WWI and II. The gentle waves of sound
and emotions carrying me back to childhood stories of great Uncle Alf who died at
Ypres and poor Uncle Willie who made it back but was never the same again.

For me, the touring and singing built towards the brilliance of Gernrode. To start
with, for the kids, Roger and me it was cake and cuckoo. The cake was fantastic as
was the cuckoo; we must have seen it at least 5 times and each time we were in fits
of laughter. Then back to business, it was really interesting to see the singers and
musicians before the big performance, some nervous, some relaxed and some
giggling. We went with the men into the Church about 20 mins before the
performance was due to start.
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There was a murmur of expectation and a big audience which put us towards the back.
The performers came in to polite applause. The next half hour left the audience in awe!
The Quedlinburg Mass, which I hadn’t realised at the time, was written by Douglas.
Everything that I had heard in Marketkirche in Halle and so affected me was taken to a
different level! It wasn’t just the poignancy of the specific mass combined with the fact that
we had visited the cemetery. The sound of the Amici voices rolling around the fabulous
church filled all senses, so the only way to listen was with your whole body. If you’ve
been a child or an adult who’s never grown up, you will have imagined a heroic, valiant
death. Well that was the sound you would expect to hear as the angels gently swept you
to heaven to sit amongst the warrior kings. Truly magnificent! Well done Amici singers,
musicians and of course Douglas. The rest of the performance was brilliant but for me
that was the pinnacle and yet again altered my appreciation of music…

My last impression of the trip was something that made the whole experience an excellent
holiday for the children and me. We made friends amongst the ‘touring party ‘ and every
single person, singers, musicians and spouses came up to us and chatted to us at length.
This fact alone made us feel part of the whole adventure and indeed it was said to us a
number of times “Now you’re part of the Amicis!” Thank you all for the most wonderful time!
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The Trip to Germany by a Male Amici Virgin
Trevor Hazell
The trip started by getting up on Monday, yes Monday, at
our usual time of 7 am. We had made the decision some days
before not to go to sleep on Monday evening as we had to
catch the coach at some unearthly hour on Tuesday morning.
We watched goodness knows what, on the Television to
keep awake. We left the house, well in time to be at the allotted pick up point at 2.30 am, but with some 200 yards to go,
the coach passed us. THAT WAS A GOOD START EVERYONE
AT THEIR ALLOTTED PICK-UP POINTS ON TIME, thus, leaving
Biggleswade early for the first part of the trip to Dover. The
coach driver was Nigel, who had driven the Amicis before it
would appear, as he was known by a number of them. We
had on board also a second driver who just happened to be
the choir’s accompanist Trevor Hughes. We arrived at Dover
around 5.00 am in plenty of time to catch the 6.00 am ferry
to Dunkirk.

in stark contrast with each other, but still going together
quite well. When did we cross from what was West to East?
It was difficult to tell. I didn’t know what to expect, I knew
the Berlin wall came down on 9th November 1989, some 25
years ago, but I had this vision of the East being perhaps of
“down trodden” towns made up of row upon row of nondescript 4 story flats as depicted in some of the films, which
had been shown some time back. Yes there were some, but
mostly on the perimeter of the towns. The towns themselves
had kept their history. But like the UK there were places in
the town where the factories had long closed and shops lay
empty. A sign of the times everywhere in Europe, perhaps?
Approximately 6 miles from the hotel we stopped, the road
we needed was closed, a telephone call to the Hotel and the
owner was on his way to take us another route, this action
typified the hotel and its staff, nothing was too much trouble
from the time we arrived until the time we left. We arrived
at the Hotel Harzresidenz-Friedrichsbrunn around 7 pm B.S.T
a journey of approximately 17 hrs in total. The hotel was in
the Harz Mountains the entrance to the hotel car park was
tight to say the least, 6 inches either side, if that, Trevor had
a go first backwards I might add, and was successful.

To meet and greet us were some choir members that had
flown, those that had been there a day or so making a holiday of it, and of course the hotel staff. A meal was waiting
The ferry crossing was calm, but it was first things first,
for us in the dining room, and very welcome it was. The rebreakfast, being so early in the morning there were not many
mainder of the party, were due to arrive much later by air,
passengers on board so plenty of room. The crossing to
then having to be driven from Leipzig Airport.
Dunkirk took 2 hrs, which was fine. We drove off the ferry
looking forward to the next 600 miles?, or as it turned out
Wednesday Morning.
some 15 hrs of sitting on the coach with the occasional
According to the programme of events was something called
comfort break. When also the drivers changed, I found out
“A Music Workshop” at a local school in Friedrichsbruun,
they no longer have to change their Taco sheets, as it is all
having never witnessed anything like this I was in for a surdone now by inserting their driver’s card into a slot on the
prise, the choir sang for the children. Then the choir’s musidashboard.
cal director had the children doing all sorts of things
musically, even getting them out in front of their school
The 15 hrs was when the Amicis came into their own, cakes,
friends to sing solo, it was quite fascinating. Then after much
biscuits (all homemade thanks to the Hammadani Kitchen)
badgering from the children they managed to get a teacher
and sweets being passed round the coach at regular
out front to have her turn. At the end of the children to
intervals, bang goes the waist line, thank you ladies for that,
show their appreciation, did not only clap their hands, but
the food that is, not the waist line.
also stamped their feet, which is by all accounts what they
do, it was very noisy, but very effective. Everyone I am sure
One thing I did think was strange was that being a choir we
enjoyed themselves.
did not have, what we used to call a “good old sing-song” to
make the time go by, but then again it was not a trip to
Souffend-on-Sea in a charabang back in the 1960’s
Being driven allowed me therefore to sit back and enjoy the
scenery, I wasn’t sure what to expect having never been to
Germany. I must say I was pleasantly surprised.
The countryside with its rolling hills was very picturesque,
the towns we went through with their old and new buildings
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Wednesday Afternoon.
Was spent in Wernigerode, left to our own devices, lunch was
our first priority. We found a very nice hotel with a
comfortable restaurant, but what did surprise me was how
reasonably priced everything was. After a leisurely walk
around the town, I am sure not seeing everything of interest,
we all met up again at 4 pm outside the police station to
catch the coach back to the Hotel for rehearsal.
Thursday Morning.
To-day we were to visit the Handelhaus in Halle. As a result of
traffic hold ups, the tour of the Handelhaus was cut short, as
we were due to be at the Marktkirche by noon for an organ
recital, and as stated on the itinerary a brief sing. The day
before we were asked to complete a form, stating our requirements for lunch. This was to be taken, in the Wenzels
Bierstube, which was fine, but we did have to wait quite
some time to be served. It was understood that on the first
floor of the establishment they were making a film. So let’s
give them the benefit of the doubt and say they were busy
elsewhere.

Friday Afternoon.
After lunch we wandered back to the car park to catch the
coach, (this was the only time we had to wait for anyone not
being there at the prescribed time), to Stiftskirche St.
Cyriakus, Gernrode, for the choir’s rehearsal for the evening
concert. On arrival we were ushered through the church yard
into a house, at least that was what it looked like from the
outside. It was in fact a restaurant and the Rotary had laid on
tea and cake, and very nice it was too. After the tea and
cakes the choir went back to the church where they were
given a room across the inner courtyard for their rehearsal
and changing facilities. I am not quite sure what to call the
gentleman who came in and introduced himself whether he
was a priest or vicar, but he had long flowing shoulder length
hair, a beard and to all intents and purposes he looked like
Jesus Christ, as depicted in many a picture.

Thursday Afternoon.
We had a little free time after lunch before we met in the
Moritzkirche for a tour of the church, and an organ recital
given by Trevor Hughes the choir’s accompanist. That
evening we dined at the Hotel with the Quedlinburg
Rotarians. Perhaps I should mention at this point that this
whole adventure I believe had been organised by the
Rotarians of Sandy (Bedfordshire), and those of Quedlinburg.
The choir was here primarily to give a couple of concerts, one
While all this was going on Nigel our driver was trying to help
in aid of the Praetorios-Beck organ restoration fund, the
one of his colleagues whose coach, full of people, had broken
second in aid of other charities.
down outside the church, and if not moved would block our
exit when we wanted to leave. Nigel offered to take the
Friday Morning.
people to their hotel some 35 Kilometres away, as their
We boarded the coach for a visit to the Quedlinburg
cemetery for a brief sing at the World War 1 Memorial. It was courier had said that a replacement coach would not be
extremely moving with barely a dry eye by the end. After the available for some time. The decision was taken to wait for
singing we got back on the coach, and went into Quedlinburg the replacement coach.
where a guided tour had been arranged by the Quedlinburg
Rotary. It was very interesting being shown all the old
buildings and given their history. I believe I heard that one
area had become a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
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The concert went off without incident, well nearly. When
ready the choir walked across the inner courtyard to the
door which they had been told to use, but it was locked,
but they quickly went to the main door entrance from the
inner courtyard, so the choir entered from the back of the
church to great applause. At this concert the choir was
accompanied by not only an organ but two violins, two
cellos and the choir’s president playing the viola, it sounded
fantastic.

All their efforts that evening raised some 763 Euros for the
Rotarians charities. Now home James (Sorry Nigel) for a
very late supper at the hotel, only one problem the broken
down coach was still there blocking our way out. I think
most of the coach were so hyper after their sing that they
were not aware of the manoeuvre that Nigel had carried
out to get the coach out of the parking lot, passed the
parked coach with inches to spare, and on to the road. As
was said, it was a very late supper, but the hotel staff were
there waiting. One thing that we had difficulty in getting
the hotel staff to understand was the buying of a drink for
each other. They had a system that, when you brought a
drink, it went on your room card, which was given to you
on arrival. To buy drinks for someone else, appeared to
them to be strange, but it was sorted in the end.
Saturday Morning.
The Coach took us all to Halberstadt, with a choice to visit
the John Cage Organ Project or Free Time. We opted for
the free time, a mistake, well it depended how you looked
at it. The other towns that we had stopped at over the last
few days had been historical with many old buildings,
Halberstadt unfortunately had been bombed during the
war because of the town’s armament factories, and very
little of the old Halberstadt was left.
Saturday Afternoon
A visit to the Martinikirche and the Praetorius-Beck organ
restoration which was opposite the Cathedral. It was quite
remarkable that neither of these places of worship were
severely damaged during the war, somewhat like St Paul's,
London. The Praetorius-Beck organ was a gigantic thing in
much need of restoration in fact the whole church looked a
bit sorry for itself, but then that was one of the reasons
the choir was here.

The choir, for those there, and the tour guide, who had
been telling us all about the organ and what was required,
sang two songs which showed how good the acoustics of
the church were. From the Martinikirche the choir went for
the rehearsal in the Cathedral, having to wait for a wedding
to finish and let the bride leave. The weather was blowing
a gale and raining hard, the bride and groom made a quick
dash to the car, and that was it, they were gone. The choir
after rehearsals readied themselves for the 18.00 hrs
concert. This concert was for the Halberstadt Rotarians
whose project it was to restore the Praetorius-Beck organ.
The concert went well with 650 Euros being collected.
After the concert the choir were entertained by the
Halberstadt Rotarians, but wish time ticking and Nigel
having to watch the time (he is only allowed to drive so
many hours in a day), the festivities were brought to an
end. After dinner everyone crammed into the conservatory
for the presentation of thanks to those people who had
worked hard to make the trip such a success.
Sunday
Up at the crack of dawn, on the coach
for the trip home, we left behind all
those who had flown, and those who
had their holidays to finish. We set off,
no problems until we hit the motorway.
Nigel and Trevor took various routes to
get us around the troubles, we went
through dockyards, industrial estates,
High Streets, some of the looks we
were getting from the locals were very
interesting. In the end they both got us
to Dunkirk in plenty of time for the
ferry. We were lucky again the crossing
was calm, but unlike when going over,
the ferry was packed, it was difficult to
get a seat in the restaurant. Once across the Channel we
were on the last stretch home, but not before we had
dropped Pietr off at the railway station in Dover. We
arrived back at Biggleswade around 10.30 pm another
journey of 17 hrs.
The overall conclusion was that of a most enjoyable trip,
assisted by some very pleasant families and people. I
WOULD IF ALLOWED, JOIN YOU AGAIN. IT’S POSSIBLY
GIBRALTAR NEXT YEAR, I UNDERSTAND. THANK YOU
ALL.
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When I asked people to send me their thoughts and
experiences about the tour, I had an overwhelming
response. Even Bud, our very own furry friend, rose
to the challenge (with a little help from his Uncle Bill)

Dear Amicis and the BBC people
Thank you for taking me to Germany even though I couldn’t speak any German. The coach
was nice and comfy especially when I was allowed to sit on the seats, they were nice and
blue and furry.
We had to start very early in the morning. I didn’t mind at all because it was nice to get
out of that box I live in, I think I might be getting a little clostroscopic or something and
it smells funny but I don’t want to move.
I didn’t like it some of the time because I was stuffed into the top of a bag and carted
around. My Mum always gets my legs in a twist and it doesn’t half hurt.
When we set off my Mum told me off because I was wearing my nice new trousers on my
head. I thought they were all right but she snatched them off. So I was left with my blue
top which I don’t like very much cos it looks more like a dress and it makes me look a bit
sissy and it doesn’t fit very well anyway but my Mum says it works alright for me.
On Saturday night when we were having our dinner my Uncle Bill tried to make me eat a
Brussel sprout, they are horrid, so I spat it out but I did like the potatoes cos they were
shaped like flowers. But I did have a problem cos I got grease on my top because I wasn’t
wearing my paper nappykin round my neck. My Mum said that Vanish will get rid of the
patch, I wonder if it was Vanish what made my nose so sore and raw.
I am going to Linen Saint Anne’s soon with all Mum’s friends. I like being with them but
some of them have got long nails and that tickles a bit. I don’t like to say anything though.
Well I have got to catch up on my sleep so good bye and thank you for a lovely trip and
thank you Uncle Bill for helping me write this. I like my Uncle Bill because he’s got warm
hands.
See you all soon
Lots of love
Bud
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@
Amici Notes
(Your news and views!)
Dear Amici.
Please forgive me for not commenting on the QLB trip sooner - but we all know by now what
a successful tour that was and enjoyed by seasoned Amici travellers and new conscripts alike
- together with some first-time 'groupies' too.
Those of you who do Facebook will have seen the various photographs and video clips
chronicling the six days spent in Germany and of course we've all had Elizabeth's excellent
diary to keep the memories fresh in our minds.
Many thanks have been give to many people, but I do want, again, to thank Ronnie and Bill
for all the time and effort they put into making QLB such a wonderful experience for us all.
With very best wishes. Anne (Bunker)

Dear Douglas, I am still on a high, though gradually coming back down to earth
after my second Amicitour.
Any doubts that it would not live up to my first trip to Bruges were very quickly
dispelled .I'd like to thank you for once again for your inspirational
conducting,beautiful music and for your pursuit of excellence for the Amicis.
I'm still trying to distil highlights from the many wonderful memories never mind
attempt to rank them in any way. My favourite Amicimoments; the emotional
experience of singing Deep Peace at the War Memorial, yours and Claudia's
double act at the school and the Alleluia in the Martinikirche on Saturday.
Rog thoroughly enjoyed his first Amicitour and particularly enjoyed everyone's
company and felt very much a part of the Amici family.
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@
Amici Notes
(Your news and views!)
Dear Douglas & Carole. I’ve just read Elizabeth’s Quedlinburg
diary & it was so lovely to re-live the trip. I so enjoyed helping
where I could & loved being with you all. I’ve written to Ronnie
& Anne and said I was told ‘The Amici Singers work hard and
play hard’ and that I saw how true this was. I heard the beautiful singing that only comes with hard work and I also saw and
shared the lovely warm friendship and fun that surrounds you all.
I haven’t laughed so much for ages! I am very proud that you
consider me an honorary Amici. Long live Amici!
Thank you very much for the concert in the cathedral!
It was a pleasure to have the choir here. Thank you
very much to all partners in Great Britain, Quedlinburg
und Halberstadt for the cooperation. I did enjoy it..
Best wishes. Claus-Erhard Heinrich
Dear Douglas. I've waited a day, to let my impressions
of the trip settle a little, before writing to thank you for
enabling us to have such a wonderful time. Yes, I know
that the organisation was largely down to Ronnie and
Bill. However, without you it would not and could not
have happened. We crammed so much into the six
days, laughter, tears, eating and drinking, sightseeing but above all, music. When I asked you for your highlights I was not at all surprised to find they had chimed
with mine. We do a very good tribute at a solemn place
and I hope my description of the Cemetery does some
justice to that occasion. I don't think I could have
really explained how amazing it was to sing in St Cyriakus though - you had to be there and experience the
sound, it was glorious. Adding the little string ensemble
to Trevor just put icing on the cake. Again, my thanks
for being our guide and inspiration through so many
varied musical experiences. I'm so glad we persevered
with the Dunstable - it was a real challenge to learn, but
you knew what the acoustics in those amazing churches
would do with it...wow! Elizabeth (Gammell)

“I just wanted to say thank-you for the
lovely, different experiences I had in
Quedlinburg. They were amazing and
wouldn’t have been the same without
you. I have got more great Amici
memories to add to my vast collection,
and more to come I hope”.
Helen (Patmore)
“…As has been said by many
people, including me, being an
Amici has opened so many
doors, and enabled us to do
so many things and see so
many places that would never
have been possible without
the choir…” Anne (Bunker)
Dear Douglas. First of all – thank you very
much for a wonderful few days – I’m still
thinking of all the opportunities we had to
sing in such special places and will treasure
my personal memories of some of the
many ‘moments’, particularly Friday
morning at the cemetery, the Gernrode
concert and Trevor’s playing. We have a
great group of people in the Amicis, led by
an expert – thank you! I had an email from
Bernd following a phone call last night. He
thanks you for all you did and asked me to
tell you how much he admires you.
Ronnie (White)
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